
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
Aerial Firefighting Conference 

Washington D.C., U.S.A., 25th – 26th  May 2011 
 
 

Chairman’s Conference Report 
 
Introduction 
 
The value in the Washington Conference outweighed the many difficulties in staging the event to 
accommodate the various considerations. The venue (and timing) was dictated by the wish to have 
Senate, Department of Interior (Bureau of Land Management), Department of Agriculture (US Forest 
Service), Department of Defence (DOD) officials and supporting staffs available. The US Forestry 
Service way ahead on procurement (of replacement Large Air Tankers in particular) is at a delicate 
stage and an earlier conference date would not have been helpful.  
 
Equally there was a desire not to conflict with the UN ISDR & FAO 5th WILDFIRE Conference held 
earlier in the month in South Africa. Washington was however, a United States focused event, with 
attendance reflecting those countries with similar Aerial Firefighting interests, namely Canada and 
Australia as well as interested parties from Russia and Japan. The success of this occasion was 
reflected in proposals that a Washington event should be an annual one, although a consensus 
concluded that a less political, more practical focused Conference on the West Coast would be timely 
in 2012. The enduring themes of doing more with less, aided by new technologies, points to a venue 
where demonstrations could be included.  
 
Key Issues 
 
Although he was not able to attend until the second day, the stark message from Frank Gladics of the 
Senate Authorising Committee on the Budgetary and Political Realities of Replacing the Existing Fixed 
Wing Heavy Tankers, was both entertaining and sobering in equal measure and did much to reinforce 
a positive environment of “we are all in this together” in seeking a way forward. Aside from the realities 
of ‘pork barrel’ politics, key messages were: 
 

a) budgets are being cut as part of deficit reduction, but are still significant and Aerial Firefighting 
accounts for the major spend (85% of FS flight hours) 

b) a new buy of C-130J aircraft is simply unaffordable and a single aircraft type is vulnerable to a 
whole fleet grounding 

c) the public wants less, not more Government - Industry needs to formulate a way forward with 
public/private partnerships having a higher chance of success  

d) look at alternative aircraft (including scoopers) and be mindful of the need to invest also in the 
helicopter fleet which flies significantly more hours.  

 
In Country Briefing 
 
The Director of Fire and Aviation in the USDA Forest Service, Tom Harbour, was fresh from the 
WILDFIRE Conference, where he sits on the International Fire Aviation Working Group. Having played 
a significant role in the 2009 Anaheim conference, he approached this event in a positive manner 
“acknowledging the challenges surrounding the future configuration of aerial firefighting and eager to 
engage in the conversations that will guide these significant decisions” (the Administration has yet to 
take a position). His contribution was seminal to the Conference and contributed much to the good 
humour in which the debates were conducted. His newly appointed assistant (fresh to the Forest 
Service from an Army aviation career) Art Hinaman, made himself available throughout, contributing to 
the essential communication in resolving difficult issues. 
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Emphasising the importance of Initial Attack (suppressing 98% of Wildfires), the Director outlined the 
three components of his Cohesive Strategy which reflect the public expectations to mitigate the risks 
in; Maintaining Resilient Landscapes; Recognising Fire adapted Communities; and in Wildfire 
response. 
In practical terms the Federal AFF program has relied heavily on industry for aviation assets with the 
Air National Guard Modular Airborne Firefighting System (MAAFS) representing a surge capacity. But 
the overall vulnerability is availability, and maintenance costs with aging fleets are nearing the tipping 
point. The Challenge is to determine the appropriate mix of government/contractor owned resources. 
 
Discussion 
 
GOCO – in this instance Government Owned but Contractor Operated, was the topic of the 
presentation by Jeff Cavarra from DynCorp International, the program Manager for CAL FIRE, where 
he set out the considerable advantages of the use of FEPP – Federal Excess Personal Property. CAL 
FIRE modified and operate 0-2 Skymasters and UH-1H Helicopters at significant reduced acquisition 
costs, long term savings to Government and the mutual benefits to the State which are set out in his 
comprehensive presentation which merits study. 
 
In a complementary presentation, Rick Hatton, CEO and President of 10 Tanker, set out the cost 
effectiveness of his converted DC10s in - capacity (11,600 gallons), drop accuracy, speed of reaction 
and significant range. These aircraft are considerably underutilised, especially in pre-emptive fire 
control, although at a cost which a strained Federal budget cannot always meet. 
 
A valuable comparison with the use of Air National Guard C130 Js, fitted with MAFFS, was presented 
by Lt Col Bryan Allen, fresh from firefighting operations in Texas. Given the nation’s operational 
tempo, he would not be comfortable with extending this role for what are essentially warfighting 
assets. In endorsement of the Washington venue, the presence of DOD officials, and specifically Clark 
R Lystra of the Office of Secretary of Defence allowed him to report that an increase in the use of 
Military assets to combat Wildland fires had been rejected. 
 
There was a significant minority of the audience who believed that Aerial Firefighting response could 
be enhanced by a change in organisational governance. 
 
Both Bob Cavage, President of the Wildfire Research Network and Bill Derr, a former Forest Service 
official (and represented in his absence by Dr Keith Argow, President of the National Woodland 
Owners Association), drew upon the failings of the Station Fire of 2009 to propose improvements 
through the creation of a dedicated authority at Department of Agriculture (DOA), and Department of 
the Interior (DOI) level to address wildfire issues. The Forest Service (under DOA) receives in the 
region of 8% of the DOA total annual budget and the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) receives a 
similar low percentage from the DOI. They argued that an independent agency could more effectively 
press the case for greater funding to coordinate the activities of the current federal sub agencies and 
direct a viable Research and Development program to resolve Mega Fire problems and other issues. 
We had in use at this Conference an Electronic Audience Response System (EARS) which allows an 
instantaneous response from an audience of their views on a particular issue, revealing a spread of 
preferences for a separate authority as: 
 
DOA/DOI 59%; DHS 7%; DOD 5%; and None of these 28%. Debate on the issue, included a 
contribution from former Under Secretary Mark Rey that removing firefighting from the purview of 
those charged with managing the forests and land (USFS & BLM) would reduce both the financial 
resources and support to Aerial Firefighting. EARS allowed us to pose the question again resulting in 
increased support for the status quo (68%) at the expense of DHS and DOD and a marginal decrease 
(to 25%) of those not persuaded. Further discussion in the margins showed their concern to be a 
perceived lack of representation at the top table which could be improved by greater involvement and 
communications. They do however, appear to have a legitimate concern where the direction and 
prioritisation of Research programmes are concerned. 
 
Technology 
 
New Technology does indeed present a viable avenue for doing more with less and weight was lent to 
this aspect in the various technology papers. UAS continue to make inroads into FAA restrictions, 
although as John Del Frate, a Director at NASA Dryden revealed in his paper, progress is painfully 
slow in allowing rapid response by these systems and exploitation of their ability to monitor fires by 
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night. Helicopter crews continue to increase their capability in this role through the greater use of Night 
Vision aids. A variety of systems contribute to Situational Awareness: Doug Pasquan presented a 
Lockheed Martin solution under the topical heading of Industry and Government Cooperation in 
Wildfire Environment Sensing; Ray Chaney, Battalion Chief with CAL FIRE presented an EO/IR down 
link developed in conjunction with the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (while citing extreme 
difficulty with funding). 
 
In another presentation which merits detailed attention, Dennis Hulbert, a former Regional Aviation 
Officer, focused on Technology for Accountability – ‘You can’t Manage what you can’t Measure’. In a 
broad ranging cover of existing and emerging technology he encouraged everyone to embrace 
technology as the priority for change. 
 
Together these reinforce the need for a Research and Development focus to prioritise and coordinate 
investment.  
 
General 
 
On broader fronts, Norman Christensen, Professor of Ecology at Duke University presented a paper 
on fire management in forests as a ‘through life activity’ with views on carbon emissions, which would 
be controversial to some, and on prescribed burnings, anathema to others. His is an appreciation of 
the environment however, which should be a prerequisite for any in forest management. Mark 
Bickham, a former National Aviation Program Manager, gave a similarly comprehensive overview of 
an Operational Doctrine for Aerial Fire Suppression taking advantage of all assets in an ever shrinking 
budgetary cycle. Mark was joined by Chad Nelson (Thermo Gel) and Eddie Goldberg (Phos-Check) 
for an interactive Panel Session on Suppressants and Retardants with EARS coming into its own 
again to illustrate from the audience responses, the myths which the panel had succeeded in 
dispelling. 
 
No Conference is complete without an Exhibition and the hotel venue lent itself to an intimate 
involvement with the Exhibitors. The newly introduced Exhibitors Showcases from the platform proved 
again the value of this initiative in increasing awareness of, and interest in, the products on show. 
Beriev, as both an Exhibitor and Associate Sponsor gave a most invigorating presentation on the 
company which is making significant inroads into the US market, although with over 100 Russian 
planes already in operation country wide, the Forest Service will only accept FAA Certificated aircraft – 
still pending for the Company. And while all our Sponsors were appreciated for their contribution 
towards the mounting of this event, Agusta Westland enhanced the networking through their Host 
Sponsorship, supporting the much valued Strategic Sponsorship of Lockheed Martin. 
 
A heartening aspect of this Tangent Link series on Aerial Firefighting (now in its fourth year) is the 
sense of community reflected in the regular attendees drawn from all levels and all aspects of Aerial 
Firefighting. Fresh topics and new approaches to old issues are constantly arising lending a vitality to 
each event and making a worthwhile contribution to the advancement of the art of Wildfire control 
through the Networking opportunities such gatherings allow. 
 
 
 
Terry Loughran 
Rear Admiral CB FRAeS                      e-mail  terry@sabrage.com  
SABRAGE Enterprises 
Chairman                      1 June 2011 
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Web Addresses of the International Aerial Firefighting Conferences: 
 
At Tangent Link (http://www.tangentlink.com) 
 
Executive Director:  Phil Guy pguy@tangentlink.com  
PA: Carol Clegg cclegg@tangentlink.com 
Conference Programme Executive: Hayley Fletcher hfletcher@tangentlink.com  
Business Development Executive: Rebecca Covey rcovey@tangentlink.com 
NOTE: from 17 June 2011, Tangent Link Postal Address is: 
 
Burnham House 
93 High Street 
Burnham 
Buckinghamshire 
SL1 7JZ 
United Kingdom 
 
Tel: +44-1628-660400 
Fax: +44-1628-660622 
 
 
At GFMC Archive (http://www.fire.uni-freiburg.de/)  
 
Athens Conference (2008): http://www.fire.uni-freiburg.de/course/meeting/2008/meet2008_09.htm  
Athens speakers booklet direct: http://www.fire.uni-freiburg.de/course/meeting/2008/AFFC-Athens-
2008-Speaker-Booklet.pdf  
Athens report direct: http://www.fire.uni-freiburg.de/course/meeting/2008/AFFC-Europe-2008-
Summary.pdf  
 
Anaheim Conference (2009): http://www.fire.uni-freiburg.de/course/meeting/2009/meet2009_09.htm 
Anaheim report direct: http://www.fire.uni-freiburg.de/course/meeting/2009/AFFC-Anaheim-2009-
Report.pdf  
 
Rome Conference (2009): http://www.fire.uni-freiburg.de/course/meeting/2009/meet2009_17.htm 
Rome report direct: http://www.fire.uni-freiburg.de/course/meeting/2009/AFFC-Italy-2009-Report.pdf  
 
Vancouver Conference (2010): http://www.fire.uni-freiburg.de/course/meeting/2010/meet2010_06.htm  
Vancouver report direct: http://www.fire.uni-freiburg.de/course/meeting/2010/meet2010_06.htm  
 
Malaga Conference (2010): http://www.fire.uni-freiburg.de/course/meeting/2010/meet2010_19.htm  
Malaga report direct: http://www.fire.uni-freiburg.de/course/meeting/2010/meet2010_19-
Dateien/AFFC-Malaga-2010-Report.pdf  
 
 
 


